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sALK: Because the mechanisrn involved in metabiological evolu-

tion is different from that of biological, or Darwinian, evolution. In

f)ar-wirrian evolution, the basic mechanism is genetic rnutation, fol-

lowed by selection of the organisms most l ikely to survive. After

many mutations and over many gerierations, radically different crea-

tures with divergent behaviors evolve. In metabiological evolution,

on the other hand, I see the basic mechanism as the mutation and

selection of ideas. As in Lamarckian evolution, metabiological evo-

lution proceeds as individuals pass on traits that already exist.

o M N t: Then genes play no role here?

SALK: I 'm not talking about genes. I 'm talking about behavior

patterns that may or may not be related to particular genes. I see it

this way: people have the genetic potential to be either constructive

or destructive, cooperative or competit ive. Those who are essentially

constructive will tend to join forces to perform constructive acts.

Those who are destructive wil l tend to band together for destruction.

My hope is that the constructive group wil l self-select and self-

organize and reinforce its behavior through education and training

until i t grows in size, transmitting its behavior from one generation

to the next.

O M N t: In Aruatomy of Reality you envision small groups of pro-

evolutionary people forming "sociometabiological islands of sanity"

t6 fend off destructive forces; eventually, the constructive forces

would survive. That sounds rather frightening, almost as if you

imagine warring bands of good and evil that may clash' Do you mean

it that way?
SALK: No, I  don' t  th ink in terms of  c lashing. I ' *  s imply suggest ing

that people form such islands to protect each other from being

destroyed. Those who form such islands would act in a positive,

constructive way - their behavior would enhance their chances for

survival, and they would try to transmit their ideas and strategies to

all others.
OMNI: Until eventually the whole world was one large island of

metabiological sanity?

SALK: I f  we're going to make i t ,  ideal ly that 's what needs to

happen. I 'm simply suggesting the mechanism whereby this can come

to pass. If we understand this, we can help it to happen.

OMN1: But if we can in fact alter the course of metabiological

evolution so that we arrive at this sanitv, aren't we faced with the
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problem of eradicating certain traits from the human population? If,
as you suggest, some of these traits have a genetic basis, we,re faced
with a lot of sticky questions. Some people may refer to such evolution
as an insidious fcrrm of genocide.

sALK: There's always danger that ideas of this kind wil l be mis_
understood, so I speak about them with some trepidation. But the
fact of the matter is that human beings have been exterminating each
otl-rer for a long time; we must recognize that. It has happened b"for",
and it 's happening in the world today; I needn't recou't examples
with rvhich everyone is familiar. The hope is that this destructive,
devolutionary behavior might be contained, ameliorated, reduced, so
that evolution wil l proceed in the most aclvantageous way possible.

oMNt: But the traits you talk of eradicating are those very char-
acteristics which may have helped us evolve in the {irst place:
aggression, and the competitive spirit, have honed Homo sapiens
through the millennia.

sALK: I 'm not for eradicating such traits. I 'm for transformation
through self-regulation. I'll tell you what I imagine. I imagine rhat
people who are greedy may reco gnize that it will be to their advantage
to be less greedy, or not greedy at all; they may learn to restrain
their greed for some other, greater advantage.

OMNI: Do you really believe such cooperati such sontr6| -
is possible, given what we do know about the human brain? We not
only have a cortex, the seat of thought, but, beneath it, our mam-
malian and reptilian brains - ths centers for all those clrives yqu,re
hoping to quell. How can we suppress clrives rootecl in our physiol-
ogy?

sALK: It may well be that we're sti l l  not evolved enough to over-
come such drives. But if that's so, then metabiological processes can
help us take the next evolutionary step. If there's u ,rl"d, then the
brain may be sufficiently plastic to respond. In the course of evolu-
tion, the cortex has developed the capacity to restrain the more
primitive brains that are also part of us. More recent aclditions to the
brain may be seen as modulat<lrs of those responses which cease to
be advantageous. In the course of l i fe's experiences, the brain evolves
functionally, but it probably also evolves structurally. It's very likely
that the cortex, when stimulatecl, develops in the same way that
muscles get larger wherr exercised. Eventually, we'll realize that if
we destroy the ecosystem, we destroy ourselves.
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OMNt: And possibly give r ise to another metabiological realm.

The biosphere could give r ise to one experiment in metabiological

evolution after the next.

sALK:  Prec ise ly .  I  th ink  you 've got  i t  now.

oMNr: I f  the experiment doesn't  work this t ime, i t  may work next

t ime. In al l  of the vast cosmos, i t 's bound to work somewhere.

SALK: Don't worry about the cosmos out there; I 'm i t t terested in

this piece of the cosmos right here.

OMNr: Suppose we succeed at metabiological evolut ion. What's

the next evolut ionary step?

SALK: The chal lenge before us is to use the capacit ies that we

possess, to take responsibi l i ty for our own evolut ion. We're al l  in i t

tngether, and i f  we let others destroy us, we've become the co-authors

of our own destruction. Therefore, we may have to change the way

we relate to each other and enter into a kind of relat ionship which I

cal l  mutual ism, or mutual cooperation.

What I 'm thinking of is an ecosystem dominated by mutual ly

advantageous relat ionships rather than mutual ly destructive relat ion-

ships. That 's what I  mean by managing our competit ive inst inct -

seeing i f  we can learn to compete to { ind who could be the most

cooperative.

Now, this may evoke the response 
"That's not what human nature

is l ike." I  know that. That 's obvious. What is not obvious is that we

may have, in our future, another evolutionary phase that may be of

this nature. I  can project a scenario in which we avoid the catastrophe

by having our peace talks before rather than after the war. I too know

what's going on in the world; I  see the same thing that everybody

else sees. My imagination, however? suggests that a better solut ion

can be found. By t series of evolutionary approximations, we have

our remarkable eyes, an incredible hearing mechanism, and our

unbelievable mind. I f  evolut ion is an error-making and error-cor-

rect ing process that we're in the midst of r ight now, then we need a

few more error-correctors to emerge.

oMNr:  Dr .  Sa lk ,  in  wr i t ing about  metab io log ica l  evo lu t ion you

often invoke a powerful symbol cal led the sigmoid curve. Can you

explain the meaning of the curve and i ts relat ionship to your work?

serr: I ' l l  start by explaining the origin of the concept i tself .

During the sixt ies I had the sense that the world was coming apart

or was, at least, changing rapidly. I t  was apparent in the rate of
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populat ion growth, in the exploitat ion of natural resources, and in

the widespread occurrence of social and pol i t ical disturbances. And

I attributed what was happening to what I analogized would happen

in, let us say, a colony of fruit flies. At first the colony is a self-

repl icat ing system in which the environment is ideal. Al l  necessary

resources are present, and procreation occurs at a rapid rate. But

then, as the fruit  f l ies mult iply, resources are consumed.

In the case of the fruit  f ly colony, we see evidence of a feedback

effect. Somehow, it seems that the fruit flies would receive a signal

to reduce their rate of repl icat ion. I f  we draw a graph, plott ing the

number of f l ies in the colony against t ime, the curve that results is

s-shaped, or what's known as sigmoid. In the f irst half  of the curve,

populat ion increases slowly and then dramatical ly. In the second

half of the curve, populat ion growth decelerates and then levels off

as the food supply diminishes. I f  the reproduction rate didn't  level

off,  the f l ies would exhaust the system and self-destruct.

o M N r :  And these organisms have a mechanism that is not a

conscious mechanism; i t 's a bui l t- in genetic, biological mechanism

that tel ls them to lower their reproduction rate.

sALK: They don't  have to hold a town hal l  meeting. The behavior

is bui l t  into the system; i t 's emerged in the course of evolut ionary

t ime. Those organisms which behave in this intel l igent or wise fashion

are the ones that were rewarded by survival and/or evolution. Their

behavior, and the sigmoid curve, i l lustrate a fundamental law of

nature.

o M N t :  How do you relate what you saw during the sixt ies to the

s igmoid curve?

sALK: The turbulence and populat ion explosion of the sixt ies

convinced me that we were nearing the encl of the f irst phase of the

sigmoid curve, in which populat ion increases, and approaching the

second part of the curve, in which populat ion growth levels out -

what I  cal l  the point of inf lect ion. I  theorized that the condit ions and

circumstances prevai l ing in phase A and phase B rnust of necessity

be dif ferent. Thus, populat ion growth is just one parameter measured

by the sigmoid curve. The curve ref lects changing values as well .

During phase A, society values individual power, competit ion, and

independence. During phase B, we wil l  value individual and group

consensus, col laboration, and interdependence.

Over the past several centuries human populat ion growth and
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values have corresponded to what is expected in the first phase of

the sigmoid curve. But world population growth is norv beginning to

decelerate. We're experiencing the turbulent effect of rapidly cha-ng-

ing values, and in the future we may see both population growth and

values change in accordance with what rnay be expected in the second

half of the curve. We're approaching the point of inflection. But in

order to survive, we must learn to facilitate this transformation our-

selves. We're in the midst of a crisis, but the fact that population

growth has already begun to level off even in the less-developed

countries suggests that we are at the point of inflection. A hundred

years from now, we will recognize that in the late twentieth centttry

we were going through an enormous evolutionary change. This change

seems very much like the punctuated equilibrium referred to by some

evolutionary biologists.
oMNl: Some biologists, as you Sil/, believe in punctuated, or

rapid and sudden, evolution, while others believe that evolution is

gradual, taking place at a snail 's pace over geologic time. Can you

reconcile these two points of view?

sALK: Flvolution has been going on in a progressive way ever

since the emergence of the cosmos? yet there have been some major

events that are clearly punctuational: the emergence of life from

matter, and the emergence of consciousness from life. I see punc-

tuation in human population growth, particularly as reflected in the

sigmoid curve when population mounts dramatically, then suddenly

plateaus. And I see punctuation in the emer€lence of conc'epts,

scientif ic discovery, and technology.
It is as if universal evolution, which includes the three phases of

evolution, reflects perpetual creation, as when order emerges out of

disorder, or cosmos emerged out of chaos. The mathematical lan-

guage of creation and ernergence will come from the relatively new

field of nonlinear dynamics fthe study of sudden, nonlinear changes],

which physicists, chemists, and biologists are using to explain the

order that emerges from random, or chaotic, systems.

oMNt: Those who are using nonlinear dynamics to explain the

brain say that in some ways the workings of the mind may be

compared to a stream going past a rock. When the stream is moving

very slowly, it sl ides smoothly past the rock. If i t moves more quickly,

it forms vortices; those vortices may seeln chaotic, but they actually
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take on an organi zation of their own. Tlren, if the stream moves even

more quickly, the vortices form vortices. Each time the stream re-

organizes, 1lou have a punctuation point, also calied a phase transi-

tion. Do you think this analogy applies to your concept of evolution?

SALK: Yes, i t  does. I t  is  as i f  evolut ion is a process in which

matter interacts with itself over the flow of t ime, resulting in self-

organization. For example, I met you as you were moving about in

your professional work as a science journalist, and we have now

formed a relationship in the dialoglre we are having. Something is

emerging out of this dialogue, this relationship, that would not have

occurred if we had not encountered each other. We, as a result of

that something, will have an effect on others, lvho will encounter the

product of our interaction and wil l be drawn into vortices resulting

from that encounter in the stream of time. Tl-re interacting entities

can be physical, biological, or intellectual. As a result of the inter-

action the properties change, and they continue to change, because

this is an endless process, giving rise to higher and higher orders of

complexity.
OMNI: You say that we need to evolve in orcler to survive. And

evolution, your theory goes? is propelled forward by a punctuation
- by dynamic interactions resulting in phase transitions. Yet ac-

cording to nonlinear dynamics, that phase transition wil l occur only

if some powerful force jolts the system. What force will jolt us into

the awareness required for the next phase in metabiological evolu-

tion? How will we overcome the anti-evolutionary forces that seem

to be leading us toward extinction?

s A L K : The jolt is going to arise internally, causing a reorganization

similar to that of the swirl ing stream. An inner force is generated in

much the same way that the internal pressure produced by gravity

generated the Big Bang. I see the whole of humankind becoming a

single, integrated organism. It 's the organism of hurnankind that wil l

go through a phase change, by virtue of the thleat we are to ourselves.

oMNt:  Can you be more speci f ic?

SALK: The threat that we are to ourselves manifests itself in the

form of nuclear weapons, the economic crisis, problems associated

with development of the third world, problems associated with re-

sources, with the pollution of the planet - with all of those things

which are threatening to the l i{ 'e of the organism of humankind and
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therefore to the individual members of the organism. The threat will

affect our perception of ourselves as well as one another, and we will

soon reco gnize that we are both the victim and perpetrator of the

critical state of the world. Now, this state of affairs will be more

evident to some than to others; some individuals wil l have more

insight and foresight than others. Some will have greater sensitivity.

I look upon each of us as I would an individual cell in the organism,

each of us playing his or her respective role.

OMNI: It seems to me that most people, even if they're aware of

these problems, have other things on their minds. Don't you think

there's going to have to be more of a squeeze before a large enough

number of people take action?

SALK: I hope not, but I 'm afraid I agree with you. There is a time

frame, a dynamic, and it would be useful to understand it. I think a

great deal about this. I'm reasonably sure that Iifty years from now'

we wil l not be making nuclear weapons. It may be a hundred years

from now, it may be a thousand Years from now, but it doesn't matter.

I try to imagine how the making of nuclear weapons wil l come to an

end, and I ask what we can do to hasten it.

o M N t: What do you come up with?

SALK: In facing such a cluestion, I project myself into the future

and look back at myself and my fellow human beings in the present,

and I say to myself, What is it that needs to be done now in order

to bring about change much sooner? That's what I mean when I talk

about conscious metabiological evolution. It means adding conscious-

ness and choice, not allowing things to occur by chance. It means

using fbresight; it means not only feedback but also feed-forward,

defined as a projection of our imagination.

O M N r : Yet if I look back from the future, as you've just suggested,

I see a relatively powerless groull l lrotesting nuclear armament, and

a power{ul group building bombs, committing genocide, and deploy-

ing the MX, the Pershing, and a spate of other missiles. If I follow

the process that you're talking about, I can't really imagine all of

this coming to a halt without the insanity of it in some way being

emphasized. And that sort of emphasis has to be a horrible thing.

sALK: You can see now why religions were based on implicit

threats - the wrath of God, the consequences in this l i fe, or the

afterlife, of actions contrary to what was considered ethically and
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morally correct. The threat of nuclear war is, in a sense, equivalent

to the holy wrath. In order for it to deter us, there needs to be a

crit ical event, a crit ical masse a moment of punctuation. Evolution

proceeds gradually; then all of a sudden, a crit ical event of some

sort occurs, for whatever the reason. Such an event has occurred.

As science and technology emerged out of the past, they gave rise

to our capacity to develop more and more powerful weapons of

destruction to gain some advantage over our enemies. What can we

do with this weapon in order to gain some advantage? We ask that

question in a moment of clarity, and we recognize that this weapon

is useless, because its use would also be to our disadvantage.
oMNI: Well, some people realize that; other people say we can

win a nuclear war, that we can gain an advantage. And those are the

people who control the government now.

SALK: That's correct. Therefore, the rest of us must speak out.

What I see manifest here are the pro- and the anti-evolutionary forces

in metabiological evolution. I 've come to the conclusion that the

forces of evolution, both for and against, are poised and locked in

this struggle, and the only way to survive is to evolve beyond the

point at which we are now.

o M N t: How do we define the members of the two opposing groups,

though? In biological evolution, there's a struggle between two spe-

cies fighting for a niche in an ecosystem. Is there an analogy in the

metabiological realm?

sALK: In the biological realm, two sets of genes - two separate

species - are struggling to survive in a single ecosystem. In the

metabiological realm we have struggling ideologies. One ideology is

analogous to one set of genes; another ideology is analogous to another

set of genes. And the two ideologies then attempt to dominate each

other, to replace each other, to survive, to establish, to spread. Now,

I say, Let's take the conflicts that exist and use them constructively

to see if we can invent a way to convert the opposition to apposition.

Perhaps we can resolve our differences. After all, we have reached

a point at which it is to our mutual disadvantage to continue to

proceed as we're proceeding. It is to our mutual disadvantage to

spend huge sums of money on weapons to destroy ourselves, when

that same money could be used constructively to improve the human

condition.
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OMNI:  Yet  when you s tar t  ta lk ing about  one ideo logy be ing su-
perior, and needing to engulf another in order for the species as a
whole to survive, ]ou get int,  a kind of pol i t ical problem. How far
can you go t<,r perpetuate your ideologv? Should you become an
evangelist? Should you form a Soviet ut i l i tar ian-type state? Should
you go to war? What are you paying to spread your ideology? Will
everyone perish i f  you don't  spread i t?

sALK: I 'm convinced that we are impelled by an innate evolut ion-
ary force. We have an evolut ionary inst inct - not merely a survival
inst inct - to improve the human r:ondit ion. I t 's for this reason that
we are engaged in biomedical research; this is why we are trying ro
understand how to manage our l ives with the resources avai lable.
We have come face to face with competing ways of improving the
condit ions of l i fe on the planet. We're competing for the minds of
people in the developing countr ies, for resources, and for economic
advantage. So this is a continuation of the process of biological
evolut ion in the metabiological realm, using metabiological tools,
which are those of the mind.

oMNt: There are two basic ideologies now warring for control of
the world: the communist ideology and the capital ist icleology. yet

both groups promote nuclear weapons, and a lot of other anti-evo-
lut ionary things. The point may be to evolve total ly new ideologies.

sALK: New strategies and new ideologies. We must recognize that
we are the vict ims, and that the process of evolut ion has pit ted us
against each other. With our superior knowledge and intel lect over
and above those of other species, we need to recognize that we are
going to have to do something about i t .  IVe are coming up against a
wall  that we're going to have to get over or around, which means a
phase change. And we ourselves must inf luence the outcome. I f  we
don't,  then we wil l  go the way of the dinosaurs. But we should try
to do otherwise. That makes a more interesting game. Of course the
sun wil l  become extinct three to l ive bi l l ion years from now. Of
course the cosmos is i tself  evolving, and this planet is going through
a l i fe cycle.

Civen al l  this, we may feel that conscious evolut ion is fut i le -

i t 's al l  going to end for us eventual ly, anyway. But we're not so
consti tuted; t  y our very nature we're not al lowed to give up. And i t 's
ftrr this reason that I  invoke the idea of the evolut ionary force actins
upon us, in us, through us.
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I see more and more people concerned with conflict resolution,

more and more people speaking out. I think that we're evolving

rapidly in the metabiological realm; being in it, in the process of

evolution itself, i t 's sometimes diff icult for us to see. But inasmuch

as I have the capacity t<-r get 6utside myself into what I call outer

time and outer space, and take a look down at where we are' I can

recognize the existence of these movements and these trends' I 'm

simply trying to call attention to what I see' saying that these have

evolutionary significance, and that the process of metabiological

evolution is occurring at an accelerating rate. And I also say that the

determinant in natural selection is human choice'

oMNr: Dr. Salk, when we've finally emerged, do you think we'l l

have the same physical form we do today? For instance' some sci-

entists say that gene-splicing technology, a product of metabiological

evolution, will be used to change the species biologically' Some

researchers even believe recombinant DNA technology wil l help us

increase life span, brain size, and intell igence'

SALK: I believe that if we wish to contribute to human evolution,

we can do so more rapidly, more effectively, and more efficiently

metabiologically than biologically. Even if a gene could be altered

and then transferred to a number of individuals, you would still have

to rely on the slow process of biological evolution to transform the

species. For instance, scientists at the Salk Institute, in collaboration

with others, created a giant mouse by transfer of genes for growth

hormone. While this trait is transmissible to succeeding generations,

it wil l be a slow process. We can induce metabiological evolution

much more rapidly and efficiently because we can transmit changes

via education and early experience. By training infants at birth and

soon after, we can evoke different sets of characteristics - enss thsl

are positive, constructive, and creative, rather than their opposites'

It's not too different from agriculture, and that's why I use the term

homoculture.
oMNr: Yet metabiological evolution does feed back into the bio-

logical realm.

SALK: Of course. The discovery of insulin has changed the gene

pool with respect to the number of diabetics that survive. Control of

malaria has increased the amount of sickle cell anemia in the world.

There are many people alive today who would not have lived under

conclit ions that prevailed when inlection was rampant and physical
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prowess important. Now it 's the mind that's important. This is why I

talk about the survival of the wisest as distinct from survival of the

fittest in the traditional tooth-and-claw sense.

O M N t : Many evolutionary scientists would view this new trend in

a negative way. They'd say we're weakening the gene pool, and that

the forces of metabiological evolution, which maintain all the defec-

tive physical forms? are actually deuolutionary.

SALK: It 's true that all this may be seen as the beginning tlf the

end. But I see it as the beginning of a new beginning. Some indi-

viduals with physical impairments have fantastic minds. Take Ste-

phen Hawking, the Brit ish physicist with amyotrophic lateral scle-

rosis. The longer he can be kept alive, the more he'l l  contribute to

the metabiological gene pool, which is the pool of ideas.

I often think that if my own life had been curtailed after my earlier

work was done, I would not now be synthesizing my experiences.

We still have a great harvest to reap from individuals who will have

lived over a longer l ife span, whose wisdom and experience can sti l l

be drawn upon. We have not yet recognized the great potential of

the aging superstars. Some people look only at the negative, rather

than the positive. The so-called weakening of the gene pool may be

a price we are paying for a far greater advantage.

O M N r: You've essentially spawned a new philosophy that needs

to be spread if it's to have an impact. Do you have any hope for your

writ ings in this regard?

SALK: I hope they'l l  provide people with a way of seeing them-

selves in relation to others and the cosmos. It is in the nature of man

to be curious about the so-called eternal questions. Since I 've con-

fronted these questions, I'- offering what has become apparent to

me. My questions are similar to those that mystics and philosophers

have always asked. But I think we may do a better job of answering

them in the twentieth century, by merging the epistemology of human

experience with the epistemology of science.

I do believe that my ideas wil l f i l ter out. These things have a way

of permeating the atmosphere. An idea gets into space, in one form

or another, and reaches the eyes and the ears and eventually the

mind. As I now write, my ideas are in a more abstract form, perhaps,

than is useful to most people at the moment. I wish I could imme-

diately transpose them from the abstract to the concrete. You're
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helping me to clo this by teasing out examples of what I  see in the

abstract.

oMNt:  The more we ta lk ,  the less abst ract  i t  a l l  seems.

sALK:  That 's  what  I  f ind happening when I  ta lk  to  people  th is

way. I 've been asked many t imes how I 'm going to communicate my

ideas, and I say, through dialogue. They can be best understood

when we're in the presence of each other, when we're close enough

to make contact in al l  modali t ies - eye contact, ear contact, feel ing,

expression. I t 's l ike music or dancing. I  uant to communicate to you;

you want to receive. And I want to receive from you what i t  is that

you understand or don't  unclerstand, trecause I desire very much to

communicate this understanding - not only to you, but to others.

It 's interesting for me to observe those who respond to my writ ings

with great enthusiasm, those capable of comprehending them on a

part icular level.  They are the ones who have evolved the receptors

to reccrpJnize and react.

oMNr: What about less educated people around the world? How

wil l  you reach them?'

sALK:  I  th ink  i t ' s  most  necessary  to  reach those who are act ive

determinants of the evolut ionary process - the thinkers, the writers,

the art ists, the scientists, the intel lectuals, the teachers. We need

to reach the leaders of the various bel ief systems, those who can

inf luence others. We need to f ind an ecumenical way, a common

way, of seeing the world. For me, the cri t ical determinant of human

evolut ion is the realm of human values - and that is a matter of

ec lucat ion and choice.


